The second method is a generalization of the Kothe-Toeplitz duality theory. The Kδthe dual S a of a sequence space S consists of all (bj) such that (a,jbj) e I 1 (absolutely convergent series) for (a/) e S. Other spaces may take the role of I 1 in the above definition. A means to construct a topology on S is determined using this generalized dual. Finally, a particularly suitable type of space (the sum space) to play the role of I 1 is defined.
Our motivation is primarily the inexact but nevertheless meaningful question: what is the "natural" topology for an arbitrary space of sequences S. We consider two classes of topologies on S. Both classes include the topologies studied by Kothe and Toeplitz [10] and Garling [3, 4] . Our most important result is Theorem 4.10 which establishes a relationship between these two classes.
The first method of topologizing a space of sequences is based upon the observation that every sequence space S is in duality with the space φ of finitely nonzero sequences by means of the natural pairing
= Σ *& (*s) e S, ύ
It is thus possible to define upon S topologies having a neighborhood base at 0 consisting of polars of a subfamily of the collection of all S-bounded subsets of φ. A few basis observations are made concerning this topology in § 3.
The second method is a direct extension of the Kothe-Toeplitz duality theory [10] . The Kothe-Toeplitz dual, S a , of a sequence space S consists of all sequences (bj) such that ΣΓ=i l α AI < °° f°r eac h (%) in S. In other words, S a consists of all (bj) such that (a s bj) e I 1 (absolutely convergent series) for each (α,-) e S. It is easy to see how S and S a are in duality. In §4 we examine the consequences of allowing other spaces to play the role of I 1 in the above alternative definition. Thus for S a sequence space and T a sequence space with a linear topological structure S τ consists of all sequences (bj) such that The operations of addition, scalar multiplication, and multiplication of sequences are defined coordinatewise. Thus, for instance, u = st means u(j) = s(j)t(j) for each j. The set of all sequences, which will be denoted by ω, is a linear algebra under these operations. A sequence space is a set of sequences which is closed under addition and scalar multiplication. If in addition a set is closed under multiplication it is called a sequence algebra.
For A and B, sets of sequences, A + B is the set of all s + t with s e A, t e B AB is the set of all si. with s e A and t e B; aA is the set of all as with s e A. For s and t sequences such that st is summable the linear form
The following statement is not difficult to verify. 
and equality need not hold.
Proof. Statements (a), (b), (c) and (f) follow immediately from the relevant definitions so we omit their proof. We also omit the proofs of statements (d), (e), (g), (i) and (k) which are not hard.
( C . The set A^ is called the set of multipliers of A and written Λf(A). If S is a sequence space M(S) is a sequence algebra called the multiplier algebra of S [11] . PROPOSITION 
(a) If S is a sequence algebra M(S) 3 S. If A contains e, M(A) c A. Thus if S is a sequence algebra containing e, M(S) -S. (b) For A and B sets of sequences M(A B ) -(AA B ) B and is thus B-perfect. (c) M(A n ) contains both M(A) and M(B).
Proof, (a) Obvious. is the absolute polar of A with respect to the aforementioned duality.
If S is a sequence space and & is a family of S-bounded subsets of φ, the .^-topology on S is defined to be the coarsest locally convex topology on S for which each The following statement is a direct consequence of 3.2 and its proof need not be given. PROPOSITION We mension the following theorem and its corollary since they are analogous to the uniqueness and inclusion theorems of Zeller [15] for i^SΓ-spaces which have proven very useful. In the work of Zeller the Closed Graph Theorem is essential while the present results rest upon the Uniform Boundedness Principle. Since there are (pathelogical) .FΈΓ-spaces which do not have a <p-topology the present work does not include that of Zeller, Conversely since there are iΓ-spaces which have barrelled ^-topologies but are not FiΓ-spaces (e.g. φ with its Mackey topology) the work of Zeller is not more general than this. It is easy to show that if {e[n]ι n = 1, 2, •} is a basis for a sequence space S then S has a ^^-topology. Thus the results of Jones and Retherford [6] on bases in barrelled spaces can be derived from Theorem 3.4.
If a sequence space S containing φ has thê -topology where έ% is an S-saturated family of S-bounded subsets
The proofs of both Theorem 3.4 and its corollary are very easy and we omit them. THEOREM 
For a sequence space S there is at most one barrelled φ-topology for which S is a K-space> namely, the ^ψ-topology.

COROLLARY. If S and T are both barrelled K-spaces having a φ-topology and S c T then the inclusion map of S into T is continuous.
4* Duality of a sequence space with respect to a sum space* Let S be a sequence space with a locally convex topology and T an arbitrary spaces of sequences. For U a subspace of T s , a locally convex topology is determined on T by the collection of seminorms
where p ranges over the family of continuous seminorms on S (or over a fundamental subfamily). This topology will be called the σS(T, U) topology on T. If S is a ϋC-space and φ a U, then T with the σS{T, U) topology is iΓ-space. Throughout this section it is always assumed that these conditions are fulfilled. The σS(T, U) is thus the projective topology on T with respect to the linear maps f u (t) = ut as u ranges over U. See [14] [10] . They defined a sequence {t n } in T to be convergent (to t) if \\m n (t n , u) exists ( = ί) for each u in T s . This definition does not explicitly define the intended topology on T because by a well known theorem [1] , p. 137 a sequence in I 1 converges weakly if and only if it converges strongly. Thus the topology on T which provides such convergent sequences could have arisen from either the weak or normed topology on I 1 . In later work Kothe discussed a variety of topologies on T based upon the natural duality between T and T ι \ See for instance [7] or [8], (b) Chillingworth [2] studied sequential convergence in T with respect to T cs where cs has its weak topology. The complications involved in such an approach were observed by Kothe and Toeplitz at the end of [10] . They arise primarily because cs with its weak topology is not sequentially complete.
WILLIAM H. RUCKLE EXAMPLES, (a) If S = l\ T s is the α-dual of T in the sense of Kothe and Toeplitz
(c) If S = bs with the BK-topology given by the norm
|β||=sup{|Σ«(J)|} then the σS(T, U) topology is determined by the means of the seminorms
where u ranges over U. Thus the σbs{T, T hs ) topology on T coincides with the σj(T, T r )-tojx>logy studied by Garling [4] , PROPOSITION 
Let S have AK and φa Ucz T s . Then with the topology oS{T, U), T has AK. If T is sequentially complete with the topology σS(T, U) then T is S-perfect and in fact equal
Proof. If te T and ue U then tu[^n] = t[tίn]u-+tu in S so that t[^ri\-*t in T. Thus T has AK.
Let But this leads to a contradiction of the boundedness of A in T since
. Let S z> φ he (sequentially) complete, (a) If T is S-perfect then T is (sequentially) complete in the topology σS(T, T s ). (b) T s is (sequentially) complete in the topology σS(T s , T
. // S is sequentially complete and A is σS(T, T s )-bounded in T then
For U a subspace of T 5 , the topology βS(T, U) on T is determined by the seminorms
where A ranges over the collection of T-bounded subsets of U and p ranges over the collection of continuous seminorms on S.
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let S and T contain φ, and suppose T s with the βS(T s , T) topology has AK. A sequence in T is σS(T, T s )-Cauchy if and only if it is (τS(T, T
3 )-bounded and coordinatewise convergent. (cf. [10] §5, Satz 6). (u -u[^k] (u -u[^k] ) ε/3 + ε/3 + ε/3 -ε .
Proof. It is clear that a σS(T, Γ
Throughout the remainder of §4, S will represent a iΓ-space containing φ which has a ^-topology. The (not uniquely determined) family of S-bounded subsets of φ whose polars in S form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in S will be denoted by &. (φHω) so that the two sets are equal. This implies that T 7 has the desired form.
(b) This follows immediately from 4.5 and 3.3.
A sum space is defined to be a iΓ-space S containing φ on which a φ-topology is defined and such that S f -M(S). It is easy to see that cs, bs, I
1 and φ (φ having its weak or Mackey topologies) are all sum spaces. The concept of sum space is studied in the paper [131 in which further examples are established e.g., cs Π l p for 1 ^ p < °o and ms the space of mean series summable sequences as well as all rearrangements of these spaces. where 
so u e T f . Throughout the remainder of this section, S will denote a sum space which is a jBiί-space, and A will denote the unit ball of S f -M(S) when M(S) is interpreted as a J3i£-algebra of operators on S. Thus
A = {teM(S):tBa B)
where B is the unit ball of S, and so A is a multiplicative semigroup containing e. since T is A-invariant. βS (T, T s ). An argument essentially the same as the one in the preceding paragraph will show that the σS(T s , T) topology on T s is locally A-invariant, Thus if C is a T-bounded subset of T s , AC is also T-bounded since it is the image of C under an equicontinuous set of operators. Thus a fundamental system of zero-neighborhoods for βS (T 9 Since each such set is A-invariant so is its T-polar because T is Ainvariant so that βS(T, T s ) is locally A-invariant.
COROLLARY. In an A-invariant space T ZD φ, the A-invariant hull AB of a σS(T, T s ) bounded set B is itself σS(T, T s ) bounded (cf. [10] §5, Satz 2).
Proof. This is immediate since AB is the image under B of an equicontinuous family of operators. , and the βl ι {bv y I 1 ) topology on bv is the relative topology on bv as a subspace of m, which is a weaker topology.
